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NO.1
COSMETIC SURGERY FOR THE
DECEASED
Nowadays ，everyone can look good ，even in
death!
According to a recent report on msnb c.
com ，
some North American morticians and funeral parlours now 。仔·er options like face lifts ，breast lifts
and filler injections on top of conventional makeup due to an increasing demand to make
deceased people look better.
The methods used for their restorative works
are quite similar to those of plastic surgeons ，
though there is some difference - wax ，stitches
and even Super Glue (for broken bones) are used
to erase emaciation and blemishes of death to
restore a lifelike expression
According to a spokesperson in the repo 内，tissue fillers are also injected into the lips，nose ，
above the eyebrows ，
chin and hands of the
deceased for a plump appearance - the same
concept as botulinum toxin type A and dermal
fillers!
These works are usually performed before
embalmment as the process hardens body tissues
While it might sound unusual to many ，apparently ，
North American morticians have always performed such restorative techniques
When such practices began is not known ，but
one thing is for sure ，it has existed long enough
for some to master the trade. Featured in the
report is Isaiah Owens ，
an American funeral cosmetologist-cum-Baptist minister ，who has a reputation for making the dead look better than the
living.
Operating from his funeral parlour that goes
by the slogan "Where Beauty Softens Your Grief"
in Harlem ，New York City，Isaiah's 30 years of
experience in the field not only taught him to restyle the hair，nails and clothing of the deceased ，
but with the help of fillers (which he calls 'liquid
tissue') and makeup ，he is able to give them a
smile. However ，
one might want to ensure that
the deceased stay recognisable for the funera l.
The common practice of open-casket funerals
makes such restorations even more important to
those who have suffered disfiguration
For some ，
there is also one last surgery before
cremation. Certain crematoriums impose rules
that insist on the removal of 'hazardous' materials
from the body such as pacemakers ，certain prosthetics ，mechanical devices and yes ，implants.
Preparations for the deceased are subjective
and agreed upon either by the deceased before
death ，or by the family of the deceased. As not
many funeral parlours in the United States offer
such services ，it is too early to question the legitimacy of or any drawbacks to this supposed
booming trend
Anyhow

In 1570，Gaspare Tagliacozzi ，the father of plastic surgery ，wrote that cosmetic surgery
is done 飞 .not so much that it may delight the eye but that it might buoy up the spirit and
help the mind of the afflicte d."
So ，which of the five procedures can be considered worth
practicing? You be the judge. 窍。
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